TRAINING & GUIDANCE CASE STUDY

Code Vanilla’s Training and
Guidance platform (TAG) helps
a biologics Contract Manufacturing
Organisation with improving
Best Practice in Manufacturing.
When Fujifilm Diosynth Biotechnologies, an industry
leading GMP biologics CMO, looked to meet the challenge
of maintaining flexible yet dependable manufacturing
campaigns, they built on Code Vanilla’s software platform
to underpin compliance and right-first-time manufacturing.

Biologic Manufacturing Challenges
Complexity of Technology Transfer
The highly complex biologic products manufactured by Fujifilm Diosynth

Biotechnologies’ (Fujifilm) early phase facility in Billingham are used for clinical

trials with manufacturing campaigns typically only 1-2 batches yet consisting of
12-20 unit operations. Being compliant means achieving conformance to
specifications detailed in batch specific manufacturing records.

“Typically 1000 pages of unique written
instructions are required to be executed right
Example TAG created on HVAC system

first time to achieve GMP compliance.”

Capturing and Conveying Knowledge
Client Overview
Fujifilm Diosynth Biotechnologies is an industryleading biologics Contract Manufacturing
Organisation with locations in Billingham,
UK and Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina, USA. As recognised leaders in
microbial-derived biologics, the two sites offer
over 25 years’ combined experience in the
development and manufacture of recombinant
proteins, vaccines and monoclonal antibodies,
expressed in a wide array of microbial,
mammalian and insect cell systems.
• UK Employees: 500
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The challenge faced by chemical and biochemical engineers at Fujifilm and

the objective of introducing TAG was to provide the organisation with a means
of capturing, retaining and conveying knowledge across multiple functions in

real-time, such that the process of technology transfer from customer through
R&D to manufacturing results in optimal process fit to plant. This line of sight
from lab-bench to manufacturing operator empowers engineers to deliver
compliance and right first time manufacturing.

The knowledge of manufacturing operations required by R&D to maximise process
fit is retained by individual operators & engineers. Access to these subject matter
experts is restricted by day-to-day manufacturing demands. Provisioning this
knowledge by some other means was identified as a key requirement.

TAG Benefits
Performance
The use of TAG by biochemical engineers during technology transfer is

having a broad beneficial impact on performance by addressing compliance,
skills and knowledge dissemination.

The creation of a line of sight around which teams can manage the process
of technology transfer has a desirable impact on culture and behaviour.

It is this experience of learning which the organisation can promote through TAG.
Pages and modules structure supporting

“By seeking to engage communities a meaningful
experience is provided in which people talk about being
part of something larger than themselves; of being
connected; of being generative.”

engaging interactive content

Solution Requirements
• Site wide staff access, at anytime 		
to knowledge and experts
• Enable experts to rapidly self-author and
publish rich content (images, video etc.)
• Publication of knowledge together
with and in the context of existing 		
controlled documents e.g. SOPs.
• Provide control of content and
versions to GMP standards
• Build communities of learning

TAG Benchmarks
• Compliance: minimising change and
operational complexity in manufacturing
• Skills: cross and up-skilling
within the community
• High Performance: establishment and
development of best operational practices
• Knowledge: accumulation and
retention of operational knowledge
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ROI
The tangible benefits of improving right first time through improved

technology transfer are significant. Achieving project goals will remove waste
and secure revenues amounting to millions of pounds especially in those
assets which are capacity constrained.

A focus on delighting customers by flexibly deploying solutions for development
and GMP manufacture whilst delivering on-quality and on-time enables the
business to win further contracts by establishing and sustaining a track
record for excellence within the market.

About Code Vanilla
Code Vanilla was born from the founders shared belief that the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts and that mixing creative and technical minds brings

exciting innovations. We have decades of experience building and delivering

insightful digital solutions. We’re single-minded about using technology to make
things easier, more inspiring and more fun. Our senior partners are involved in

every project – ensuring a cohesive approach that results in consistent quality.
Code Vanilla is based in London, at the heart of the thriving
digital community known as ‘Silicon Roundabout’.

For More Information
For more information about Code Vanilla’s
TAG platform please contact us:

TAG Platform History
TAG was developed in collaboration with Fujifilm Diosynth Biotechnologies
and is a customisation of ContentHead, a software platform wholly owned
and developed by Code Vanilla.

+ 44 (0) 20 7375 2388
tag@codevanilla.com
http://www.codevanilla.com

Code Vanilla Ltd
18-20 Scrutton Street
London EC2A 4RX
United Kingdom
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